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COMPLEXITY LEVEL ADMIRAL 

Addition to the game board system ‘Admiral’ rules 

 

Introduction 

There are many fascinating strategic and tactic techniques of naval battle, which we would like 

to apply in the ‘Admiral’ board game but today we are going to apply the most important 

(according to our opinion). So please treat the ‘Admiral’ level like the ‘open source’, which you 

and we can update at any time. 

 

Main changes in the rules 

‘Admiral’ level makes important position of a ship inside of a space (there are 8 possible 

cardinal directions), which has two consequences: 

1. A ship starts next turn in a direction of a ship’s bow. 

2. A ship fires only in 4 directions: by board side guns (2 directions), by bow guns (1) and 

stern guns (1). 

These 2 main principles form a base for the ‘Admiral’ level. 

 

Detailed description of changes as compared to easier complexity levels: 

1. Movement of Ships 

1.1. In a ‘Dead Calm’ 

1.1.1. Ships that can’t move in a Calm are allowed to turn inside of space by 1 direction 

(e.g. change North to North-East). 

Ships that can move can either turn inside of a space (using 1 orthogonal point for 

one direction) or move (but not combine both these actions). 

1.1.2. In case of 2 successive calms, ships that can’t move in first calm and didn’t turn 

during it may pass one space during the second turn (so 1 space in 2 calms). 

1.2. In a ‘Fresh Breeze’ 

1.2.1. Ships can turn inside of space (using 1 orthogonal point per 1 turn direction), but are 

not able to move after a turn inside of space. 

1.2.2. Maximal movement distance depends on initial bow orientation and is determined at 

the beginning of the movement according to other complexity levels. 

1.2.3. In case of movement with turn (a maneuver) remaining distance is recalculated after 

any space passed. 

1.2.4. Recalculated remaining distance is equal to:  

“Remaining distance before passing of a space”  

Minus  

“1 for passing of a space (orthogonal or diagonal)” 

Minus 
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“1 in case of a changing of direction from orthogonal to diagonal” 

Plus 

“Bonus for turn to the wind 

(or Minus Penalty for turn against the wind)”. 

1.2.5. So in case a ship passes a space without change of direction remaining allowed 

distance is decreased only by 1 space passed. 

1.2.6. Movement in case of a turn: 

1.2.6.1. If a bow was oriented orthogonally, ship moves to a diagonal cell (45 degrees) and 

his bow direction changes to diagonal. 

1.2.6.2. If a bow was oriented diagonally, ship moves also diagonally, and bow direction 

changes to orthogonal. 

1.2.6.3. Note: These rules mean that if the ship was oriented orthogonally (e.g., to North) and 

the player wants to move West, at first the ship will pass 2 diagonal spaces (NW), 

before it will be allowed to go directly West. 

1.2.6.4. Example of movement with a turn and calculation of the remaining distance: 

a) Initial situation: A ship (Brig) is located in F5 and his bow is oriented to North. The 

player wants to move West. Wind is also West. Initial maximal distance is 5 

(maximum speed) – 2  (difference from the wind) = 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wind: West 

Bow 
orientation: N 

Desired direction: 
W 

на запад 

First move if no 
maneuver: N 

Initial distance: 3 spaces 

5 orthogonal spaces – basic distance 

minus 2 spaces – difference of bow 

orientation (N) from wind direction (W) 
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b) The first move is with turn (to NW) to E4.  

Remaining distance is 3 – 1 (passed cell) – 1 (change of direction to diagonal) + 1 

(change direction closer to the wind) = 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) The second move is also with turn (to W) to D3. Remaining distance is 2 – 1 (passed 

cell) +1 (change of direction closer to the wind) = 2. So it doesn’t change! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wind: W 

Bow orientation: 
NW 

Desired direction: 
W 

Maneuver: 
Turn by 45° to NW and move 

a ship diagonally 

Remaining movement: 2 spaces 
3 spaces (before move) 
minus 1 space (passed space) 
minus 1 space (diagonal turn) 
plus 1 space (turn to wind)  

Wind: W 

Bow orientation: 
W 

Desired direction: 
W 

 

Maneuver: 
Turn by 45° to W and move a 

ship diagonally 

Remaining movement: 2 spaces 
2 spaces (before move) 
minus 1 space (passed space) 
plus 1 space (turn to wind)  
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d) The third move can be either passing of 2 spaces West (to B3) or move to C4 with 

turn (and remaining distance will decrease to ‘minus 1’ and a brig will stop at C4 

therefore). 

 

1.3. In a Storm 

1.3.1. The only addition to the basic rules is that a ship finishes movement with a bow 

directed in a direction a ship was carried away. 

2. Firing of ships. 

2.1. A ship fires only in 2 side directions and a bow and a stern direction. So if a ship is 

oriented diagonally inside of a space, it can fire only diagonally; and vice versa.  

Side firing is similar to the Lieutenant level.  

Bow and Stern guns have such peculiarities: 

2.1.1. Ships can’t fire more than once with Bow or Stern guns during a turn regardless of a 

ship’s type. At the same time in case a ship has more than one shot per turn, it can use 

remaining shots by other guns (e.g. by any side guns).  

2.1.2. Probability to damage target by Bow or Stern guns is lower as compared to side guns, 

so only ‘5’ is considered as a ‘Hit’ (for a Long range), ‘5’ and ‘6’ (for a ‘Normal 

range’), and ‘4’,’5’,’6’ (for a Close Range). 

2.1.3. In case a play is going with ‘Captain cards’, Captain Target card is applied, so ‘2’ 

will also mean a hit. 

2.2. Player can select target of his firing: hull or sails.  

2.2.1. In case player wants to try damaging sails, he must indicate it before firing. 

Probability to hit a Sail is calculated according to normal rules. Damaging of a sail is 

marked by means of placing of damage tokens on a ‘fresh breeze’ pictogram on a 

ship card. Each damage is marked with additional token and leads to decrease of 

ship’s speed by 1 additional point and does not impact on other aspects (e.g. 

remaining firmness level, boarding points). So ship at the worst can become 

immovable, but will not sink. Sail and Hull damages are not totaled. 

2.2.2. Hull damaging at the ‘Admiral’ level has all consequences of the ‘Lieutenant’ level, 

but also leads to decrease of firing accuracy. Below is a table with damages impacts 

for a Long Range firing: 

Ship or 

Fortification 
Distance 

Probability to hit depending on number of hull damages 

Basic (1,3 and 5) Reduced (3 and 5) Low (5) 

First Rate 

Long range 

0-2 damages 3-4 5-6 

Galleon 0-1 2 3 

Frigate 0-1 2 3 

Brig 0 1 2 

Fortification 0 1 2 

In case of a Normal Range or Close Range the table will be the same, except of the 

Basic probability: Normal Range die values will include 1,3,5,6; Close Range: 

1,3,4,5,6. 

2.3.Critical hit. 
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During the last firing of a ship (or during his only shot in case of a Brig or a Frigate) 

if result of this firing was ‘hit’, the player has right to roll a die once more in order to 

determine ‘criticality’ of the damage. If a die rolling result is ‘6’, die roll is 

considered as critical and a target ship sinks independently on damages number (or 

loses possibility to move if it was a sails targeted firing).  

This right can be used in a salvo firing if all ships use all their shots in the salvo. 

2.4. Return shot. 

2.4.1. A Target ship (which is being attacked) has right on the Return Shot after finishing of 

the firing of the Attacking ship (and ‘critical hit’ determining, if any). 

2.4.2. Return shot is allowed if a Target ship has remaining shots in a turn, or a Target ship 

owner’s turn hasn’t come yet. 

2.4.3. Return shot is done according to the general firing rules (e.g. in a salvo or not, etc.). 

2.4.4. In case a Target ship is controlled by an ‘Initiative Captain’, it fires first and only 

after an Attacking ship fires. This rule is not used in case both of the Captains are 

‘Initiative Captains’. 

2.5. Crossing a Firing line.   

This rule allows firing on the other player’s ship, which starts moving or moves. 

2.5.1. Start of movement: 

If a ship starts movement without firing, other ship can’t fire on it at the moment of 

his start (except for the case if other ship is controlled by an ‘Initiative Captain’ and 

owner of this ship wants to fire). 

2.5.2. During movement: in case a ship crosses a space being on a Fire line of an 

opponent’s ship, they can fire each other (if they have enough shots available 

positioned correctly, and distance allows). Three variants of crossing a Firing line are 

possible: 

2.5.2.1. A ship finishes its movement. In this case this player has right to fire first, and after 

receives a return (if any). If a ship does not fires, players who finished their turn will 

not be able to fire; other players will fire or not fire at their turn. 

‘Initiative Captain’ is allowed in both cases to fire immediately on a ship that finished 

its move (and that ship will be allowed to return). 

2.5.2.2. A ship passes a space on a Firing line without a stop (doesn’t intend to finish its 

movement at it). In this case opponent has a right to fire first. In this case a moving 

ship will return (in case its position inside of a space allows it) and has to finish its 

movement (if not sunk). 

2.5.2.3. A ship moves diagonally and passes a Firing line without occupying a space on it 

(Firing line crosses ship’s path on a grid). In that case a ship temporary stops on the 

grid and fire distance is considered as a one space larger as compared to distance till 

the grid. Ships direction depends on its maneuver: 

- If it does not change a direction, it corresponds to direction of movement; 

- In case of a direction change, a ship is considered to be at an intermediate position (so it 

will not be able to return). 

3. Boarding. 

3.1. A targeted ship can make a shot before boarding if attacking ship is on a Firing line 

during start or movement or finish of its turn. 
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3.2. No other changes as for boarding, e.g. direction of ships does not impact possibility of 

boarding. 

 

That’s all Admiral level rules that allow making a playing process closer to the realities of naval 

battles of a Sailing epoch. We don’t pretend to seize all nuances but on our opinion even these 

additions will allow applying of classic techniques of naval battles: wake column, crossing the T, 

tack change, line bursting. 

We are ready to a dialogue aimed on ‘Admiral’ level rules improvement. 

 

 


